Virtual Ventures Drop-off and Pick-up Map

**Directions from Bronson**
- Enter campus at the **Bronson Avenue Entrance**.
- Take the first right and cross the bridge over the O-Train tracks.
- Turn **left** on **Campus Avenue**, and follow it past the **Minto Centre**
- Park your vehicle in **Parking Lot 2**

**Directions from Colonel By**
- Enter campus at the **Colonel By Drive Entrance**.
- Follow University Avenue **along the river**.
- Turn right on **Campus Avenue**.
- Park your vehicle in **Parking Lot 2**

**Directions by Bus**
- Get to campus on the **#4, #111 or #7 bus**
- The main campus stop is **directly infront of Minto Centre**
- The stop name is Carleton University O-train

**Directions by O-Train**
- Get to campus on the **O-Train**
- The main campus stop is **directly across from the Minto Centre**
- The stop name is Carleton University

For a map of Carleton University, please visit [http://www1.carleton.ca/campus/](http://www1.carleton.ca/campus/)

*please note that there are two entrances to parking lot 2. Parents do not want to go into the entrance that has the guardrails.*

**Entrance for lot 2**

**Minto Center**
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